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#3
by Helen M. Plunkett
First-Place Poem
phlegm
and the fat man sat on a curb outside
Shoeshine Palace with the tattered blinds and the fat
man
spat twice in the gutter
could care less of the tiny wings of that breeze
that carries it
that caresses the same rippled water in circles amidst the stars
the fat man
unawares
of the ballerina
fluttering through the tinpan men the penny arcade
only huge hands may move an old gentleman
wrapped in wait
the fat man
threw the shell crumbles too into the street
and swallowed his hard-boiled egg
whole
ly
gulping

Drawing- ZENIA ZED, "UNTITLED"
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The Discussion
by Michael Cummings
Second-Place Poem
The painful glow of
tired years
engraved
her face.
Charcoal eyes
flare
slide into a gutter
in a car dump quietly drowning
on powerless gas.
Enter with a loose swagger
complaining of night's darkness .
Look deeply at her pool of stagnant
beer-a holding tank for wino frogs I saw myself in her face:
years of lost dreams
piled into dusty bookshelves,
junked but not physically forgotten.
Her body showed me wine stains,
bread crumbs, broken glass,
dead flies on the windows and in her eyes;
I saw my palaces of crystal mirrors ,
where hope of clear passage
to the exit without distortion ended
at a broken corner.
Her face vertically spread-eagled
like the sun leaving its fruit peel on earth as it
rises;
reaching the ceiling and the floor at once a slap
of thunder
A waterfall of fire and flesh
poured from her chair onto my feet
As I gulped my drink.
The remnant lay like black satin dew drops on
an alligator's back.
I went for another drink. Returning
she sat smiling,
talking of the ·great exploration.
I gave my mind the car keys to venture
down her cliffs.
Winding through crowded ghettos,
through narrow alleyways hugged by bushes
and into a muddy river.
She sucked at her cigarette rolled her eyes
toward the bedroom
I bought a carnival ticket.
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Photography-BILLY BOYD

GO WEST:
Same Song; Second Verse
by David Corzine
Second-Place Article

At no other time in its history has the United
States been so beset by social turbulence as in
this, the second-half of the Twentieth Century.
The catch-words of the age are "movement "
and "activism." A cultural grand-tour of
the nation would feature stops at the ''Youth
Movement," the "Black Movement," the
"Women's Movement," and a host of similar
causes whose guiding spirits are known
collectively as "activists." Many theories have
attempted to suggest sociological bases for
what has been a relatively sudden upsurge in
the extant number of socially revolutionary
organizations. The best explanation, however,
may lie not in sociology, but in geography.
All civilizations produce attendant social ills,
and as population density increases, such
problems are magnified. When the boiling point
is reached, there will often occur a revolution
of the "have-nots " against the "haves." From
its beginnings, the United States has been
socially exceptional; the revolution which gave
it life was prompted by political considerations
rather than by socio-economic problems. There
is also the fact that the boundaries of our country
were established long before the population
could fill them. Early in life America became
a land with a frontier, and that frontier became
a long-standing social safety valve. Farmland
worn out? Go West! Tired of your neighbors?
Go West! Broke? Sick? Disgusted? Downtrodden?
Abused? Homeless? GO WEST! The fact that
the west was never really all that empty was
dealt with superbly by the military, and for more
than two centuries the American frontier
provided a remedy for the ills stemming from
population density.
There is, however, a critically subtle difference
between a remedy and a cure. Scientific
knowledge (or the lack of it) notwithstanding,

all societies, because of religious, psychological,
and cultural objections, have traditionally been
denied the obvious cure-that of population
control, and this nation is no longer able to
provide the erstwhile remedy-available
territory. In 1975, one considers in retrospect
the chain-reaction spread of civilized nuclei
across the plains to California where, rebuffed
by the Pacific, the population swelled and was
regurgitated back to the prairie. Rebound
followed ever-weakening rebound until
Americans were forced finally to place physical
mobility at the bottom of their list of socially
remedic options.
Many sciences have proven that before
extinction obtains, mutation will occur. So it is
with the American frontier-consciousness. The
physical frontier is dead, but because movement
has become a conditioned reaction to social
hardship, substitute "prairies" have been
devised. Since Americans can no longer move
physically away from social problems, they are
moving INTO abstracted social frontiers.
The youth movement of the present decade
may be seen as a manifestation of frontiersubstitution. American youth have, in a sense,
erased the older generation, and are still
expanding by means of new ideas, new styles,
new music, and new morals, into the vacated
cultural space. Unshorn apostles of change
gathered millions of young Americans around
chrome podiums, stroked the electric strings
and, whereas Greely had said, "Go west,"
advised their disciples to, ''Tune in; turn on,
and drop out." So, the groups (and groupies)
gathered together, assembled their paraphernalia
and headed "west" into "Blue-denim Valley,"
"Fort Marijuana," and the "heavy-metal, hardrock mining camps.'' There, on the prairie,
are no parents, no teachers, and no elderly

Bishops. But-there are Indians: Pigs, Narcs,
and other savage tribes who oppose incursions
into the lands (values)of their forefathers.
Though the relative merits of the frontier
as created by the young are often debated, there
is no doubt that from the movement have come
many products beneficial to the nation as a
whole. American youth have found a new
concern and respect for ecology. Longstanding
race and color barriers have often collapsed
on the new ground held in common by the young
of all races. New values have been established
which transcend the traditional emphasis on
style and affluence. Perhaps most important,
the youth movement has demonstrated to other
Americans that frontiers can be formed and
explored-to the benefit of all mankind, and
even womankind.
Where the original pioneers went west, Gloria
Steinem and others went "woman." Through
the badlands of tradition, inhabited by fierce
tribes of "male-chauvinist-pigs," they trekkedonward into no-woman's-land seeking new
territory where usually elusive game such as
equal rights and equal pay waited to be snared
in abundance. These female Jim Bridgers have
endured, and their followers have sent back to
the "east" such exotic and useful items as
day-care centers, the E.R.A., and professional
opportunity.
"It's out there; it's beautiful. Go and develop
it.'' The first pioneers spoke of land; Martin
Luther King, Jr., Gloria Steinem, Cesar Chavez,
Bobby Kennedy and others have spoken of
ideals-freedom, peace, love, and equality. Had
the uniquely American frontier-consciousness,
the legacy of Lewis and Clark, not given rise
to our modern social pioneers, the nation would
certainly be able to boast of far less hope for a
socially equitable and peaceful future .

a
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The Ballad of Jim Randolph
by Frank Greally
First-Place Ballad
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He is lonesome tonight in the city
He is thousands of miles from his home
he came here because he's a drifter
and likes to wander alone.

He said he was making no profit
that the mine had now gone beyond use
He said he was closing tomorrow
and that was his only excuse.

He saw all the pain and the hunger
that the Boss-man had brought to the town
saw the look of despair in their faces
as his friends watched their world tumble down.

He drinks his third cup of hot coffee
and eyes the young maid at the bar
as his mind fills up with old memories
he recalls why he's traveled this far.

No whistle proclaimed the next morning
The pits were closed down as he said
and the few bucks he paid compensation
would not keep all the children in bread.

It was on the night before Christmas
that the Boss-man was walking the street
It was on the night before Christmas
that he lay dead at Jim Randolph's feet.

He remembers a time in Kentucky
a time not too long in the past
when the mine whistle wailed in the morning
and made his heart beat strong and fast.

The feeling ran bitter in Harlan
The miners' blood boiled up that day
for the mine was their one source of income
and they knew of no other way.

Young Jim was then forced to leave Harlan
Forced to flee the town he loved well
For he knew that the sheriff was coming
to lock him away in a cell.

Those were good days in Harlan, Kentucky
Those were days when the family was one
Those were times when you came off the night-shift
and spent the day layin' in the sun.

With Christmas now fast-approaching
The Randolphs were forced from their home
For the Boss-man owned most of their cabin
and they just could not pay back the loan.

He took to the road the next morning
to wander the country alone
He wept as he passed by the mine-shaft
for he knew he could never come home.

Then one cold bleak day in November
the Boss-man drove into the town
He called a big meeting that evening
and said he would close the mine down.

While his father and mother took refuge
with friends up in East Tennessee
Jim Randolph stayed roaming 'round Harlan
and saw more than he cared to see.

Now the lights have gone out on the juke-box
and the waitress is closing the bar
While Jim Randolph sits there reminiscing
He recalls why he's traveled this far.

HANDS
Look at my hands,
A small part of me,
Yet still so important.
Watch my hands,
Four fingers and a thumb
Working together.
Feel my hand,
Warm with the life within it,
Rough from working to serve.
Shake my hand,
Eager to feel your touch;
And ... Be my friend.
Hold my hand;
Gently squeeze it.
I love you.
-Ben Addison

Photography-DANIEL PLUNKETT, "ERNESTVILLE"
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RAIN NIGHT MADNESS
night-sky gray silver edged
the rain crawls crystal backed
along black jeweled streets
the melody of the wipers tune
echoes my song
softhard softhard;
i swell to loneliness
remembering warmth
left on paper in a room,
notes to a lover.
the trees stand stark and shining
i grasp the night
hard between my thighs
making love to him
he is my lower left behind in light
the moon slipped inside
and i swallowed her
the night is sweet
loneliness is a passageway to day.
-Lisa Stanley

The window is there
alone in a corner
the light presses
hard against the dirt
come through ... come in
the walls seem lard
and all are cracked
as if it came from the night
where the corners spread
there lays a book
and its occupant
there was no furniture
so I pulled up a tree
beside me sat a shadow
and it became a factory
the occupant
and its book commenced to read
and I began to better feel
I heard a crack
and the sun stepped in
all were there
a shadow and a tree.
-Chris Brannock

EFFLUVIUM
Effluvium ...
Excesses overflowing
On those pages leave their stain,
Departing no great wisdom,
Portraying no deep emotion;
An ever-flowing namelessness
Without direction, goal, or end.
Could they be the overflowings
Of a troubled soul's wellsprings?
Stirred by failure's hauntings,
Sloshed by economic jostlings;
A tempest in a teapot
Running out upon the page?
Juggled thoughts are widely
splattered,
Each word a dappled smear;
A memory of past turbulence.
Anonymity not considered,
Effluvium is drained away.
Leaving calm that which remains;
A placid pool of contemplation.
-Danny Potter
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MIST BOUND
By John Lyons
First-Place Fiction
It was the missing part to the puzzle that
I thought I'd never find ... and I remember
how it felt, as I left the restaurant to tinkle
with a sense of illumination. Little by little,
the sparse rain began to cleanse my spirit
and it felt like something only a child could
reveal or appreciate as the scene flipped
over and over in my mind.
"Momma, I love that man behind us,"
whispered the child.
"You musn't love just anyone," her
mother said without turning around. "How
do you know he loves you?"
"Does he have to love me back?" she
asked after a moment.
"Well ... no ... well, yes, he should or
it's a waste of time," she concluded without
doubt. Her problem was obvious-it's
almost impossible to explain something you
don't understand, but that also holds true
for some things we understand all too well.
"Momma, how will I ever know if
someone loves me?"
"Oh ... come on ... what's all this talk
about love ... finish supper."
From that day on, I was bound in the mist.
The landscape, the city turning into dreams
everywhere, as the wind blew behind me.
So cold, so fresh, I followed the path of rain
before me. Why should anyone care about
getting wet when he had the chance?
My hands buried deep in my pockets and
I discovered that I could now put two fingers
through the hole in my pocket. Why was

Photography-PAUL KIRSCHNER

that amusing? As a child, I had believed
that a hole left unattended would grow just
so big until it would finally fall through
itself and although I couldn't imagine what
would be left, I decided it would be better
than a hole ... I mean, that seemed
obvious. In the same way, miracles seemed
obvious ... that's what obscured them.
That's why I was such a fool. At age
twenty-two, I was just beginning to believe
in miracles, although the pursuit of miracles
is not so uncommon as all that. Who was
Ponce de Leon? Who was Diogenes? But I

was looking for a different kind of miracle
... not the fountain of youth, nor an honest
man, not even the place that stored all the
lost items that fell from the pockets of the
world. It was the miracle I had just found in
a child's voice.
The mist was a string running through the
moments. I remember walking and
breathing deeply . . . enjoying the perfect
health that television insisted that no one
deserved or possessed. In the center of the
mist, it all disappeared . . . the falling
arches, clogged sinuses ... it seemed so
funny to shake off something that someone
else would delight in finding, and the world
was more than welcome to my share of the
pain and heartbreak of psoriasis. The mist
was getting thicker. Dreams mounted on
brittle leaves were dancing out to meet me.
Thinking of the factory girls, day in and day
out sitting by their looms, waiting for a
Rumpelstiltskin to turn them to gold for the
promise of their first-born. It all came back
to the hole and all the things that were
falling through it . . . like time . . . and the
child and, of course, Jenny.
No one grows old intentionally, but habits
change and style inevitably develops ...
and that was me. I had given up my pursuit
of expanding William Burroughs' theorem
"The Algebra of Need," which was
probably where I fell in love with the
sensation of cold, a re-occurring phenomenon
of the morning . . . a gnawing beginning in
(Cont'd)
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the stomach ... cold and alone ... running
through the entire body and finding its
ultimate expression in my rainbow arms.
But in the mist I renounce it all. Veteran
of burning spoons, pilgrim of deal and
ordeal, lover of purification so long as it's
quick. Yes! I renounce all the footnotes,
small and large, in the whole course of
human pain and suffering. Which is
probably why I left school, Jenny, and
everything else . . . I just could not author
another footnote of tragedy. So I left . . .
after three years all I could talk intelligibly
about was solitaire and suicide.
Jenny. I marvel at the many levels of my
voice in saying that name. Jenny taught me
everything I could possibly know about love
but it was that small child in the restaurant
who made it explicit. Jenny. When Jenny
was a woman she gave me what I wanted,
when she was a child she gave me what I
needed, by showing me what I wasn't and
maybe what I could never be. Style? ...
she had style. Class? ... she had that too,
more than I ever did and that really hurt.
She was warm and funny and she
possessed a rare gift I thought I could cure,
with enough time and power. Her face will
be what the hunters and galleries of the
world will search for, her body the bread
that enraptures hungry men . . . and that
was her gift and power for she would sleep
with anyone. Her virtue was manifest.
She would sleep with anyone regardless of
race, creed, color, national origin, or
previous servitude. The only criterion I was
ever able to establish was whether she
thought they needed it. With her love,
Jenny was out to emancipate and conquer
the world. With her love, she created a
secret kinship in all of us that continued to
radiate and grow long after she bad left.
8

So was I just part of the conquest that ran
through Grand Central Bedroom? That's
what I chose to believe. I wanted to believe
that because it made everything so simple
and easy to condemn ... that's why I say
she always had more, much more class
than I. While I perfected my sarcasm,
Jenny perfected her embrace, while I lay in
dark rooms with the venom of hate and
mutilated flowers running through my
veins, Jenny was making someone smile.
I really got off on the symbolism, entranced
with ritual ... Jenny injecting herself with
other men or men other than me. It was
because of my obsession with symbols that
I finally left. I decided to go to the city and
lose myself in the maze of people that I
imagined Jenny to be lost in ... but while
she wasn't lost, neither was she that stable
. . . cynics possess an air of certainty that
pilgrims can never share. She was the real
pilgrim and likewise the purest. She wanted
neither a ring nor a penny for her trouble.
Which was why she was so hard to make
sense of. It seems like mystery now but
then it was a humiliating fact that ate at
my insides whenever she was gone. If she
had been poor, destitute, lonely, or
oppressed I could have reduced her to
simplicity. But she was free and beautiful
and that is why I grew to love and hate her.
But it was I who was starving in symbols,
poor in spirit. While I was conspiring in
complicated plots, Jenny was saying yes to
life, Jenny was busy taking pain away, while
I chose to torture myself and her when
she'd let me ... it was like when my pockets
didn't have any holes ... I didn't lose one
ounce of my hate ... maybe that's what I
was in love with . . . my visions I of high
crimes I cardinal sins I her electric body in
beds that never rested, someone else

knowing the small scar on her chin, someone
else I someone new I I felt hurt when she
handed me the core of the apple. I just
didn't want it after it had fallen out of so
many mouths and pockets. Hair, flesh,
repugnant acid cocks, saliva flowing like so
much foam on endless waves and Jenny in
the center with other men or men other than
me.
"You're jealous," she said.
"I never was able to fool you."
"Well, you fooled me. I thought you
knew about love."
"I DON'T LOVE THE ENTIRE
WORLD!!!"
"I DO!"
''Do you have to screw them all to prove
it?"
"No ... but I hope your love is still there
when you decide to let it out.''
''You need help ... I mean you really
need help!"
"I know. That's why there are so many."
She smiled as though I had made her point
for her ... and I had. Then she would
draw me down to mend what was torn by
teaching me again ... but then it just made
my bad dreams worse. And what of the
others? Were they as pure? Did they ever
share any of the love Jenny gave? Who
knows? She could never have known either
. . . that was her gamble . . . her glory.
The mist . . . forever growing thicker.
It excites me to think I may pass a fellow
comrade of Jenny's army ... the child in the
restaurant, her second generation of a
spirit that perhaps will someday rule the
world like a contagious smile. Thinking
of all the neglected Cinderellas of the world
waiting in their warm and sleepy rooms for a
silly prince with a size eleven corrective
slipper.

•

Honorable Mention Photography- ZANE SCARLETT
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THE BALLAD OF POOR JOHN BACON
by Phyllis Dickenson
Second-Place Ballad
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John Bacon was a foolish man,
he tried most every way;
to make his brave wife, Hannah,
afraid of night and day.

Hannah did not seem steady,
she spoke softly to her son;
"do not be afraid my child,
for I have your father's gun."

Steady hands removed the gun,
that was hidden beneath her shawl;
then steady hands took careful aim,
one shot would end it all.

She always overlooked his pranks,
and John did not suspect;
that each and every incident,
had left a shocked effect.

Each shadow made Hannah shake with fright,
still slowly she crept on;
when just ahead she saw a man,
but it seemed his head was gone!

Hannah paused until he came close,
to be sure one bullet would do;
with ease, she pulled the trigger,
and watched her mark go true.

One morning John Bacon left for town,
saying he would return at eight;
Hannah stared at the ancient clock,
and thought it awfully late.

Brushing her eyes with the back of her hand,
Hannah thought it must be a dream;
slow and staggering he came near,
giving a blood boiling scream.

The headless man groaned and struggled,
then his body fell free;
and he moaned above a whisper,
"Hannah, don't shoot, it's me!"

She wrapped the children in their woolen things,
and together they ventured on;
across the pasture fields,
into the woods alone.

The children cried and shook with fear,
behind their mother's skirt;
Hannah stood like an immovable stone,
her feet embedded in dirt.

His moan had broken the spell,
Hannah began to awaken;
she had recognized that cry,
as the voice of her husband, John Bacon.

They had never traveled through the woods,
many stories had been spread;
that the forest was forever haunted,
with bodies of living dead.

With a mind that was quick and alert,
Hannah thought of her husband's gun;
reminding herself that she was not alone,
remembering her daughter and son.

·- Hannah cried for her husband,
in her lap she rocked his head;
John had played his last prank,
Poor John Bacon was dead.

CANDLES
by Nick Smith
Honorable Mention
Twilightthe air is
Full of cloves
spicing our tea.
Candles cast reflections
of light
upon the freezing water
on a distant pond,
and there is laughter
through the house
while window-panes tum to ice.
It is with snow
that the quiet moments
creep into old chairs,
curl up like cats,
and sleep.
Our tea steams the windows
clear of frost,
blurring the light
of streetlamps,
Now we talk in whispers,
sip tea, and watch
while wind blows midnight
across the mountains toward our candles.
They hush out,
leaving us in darkness.

First-Place Photography-JOE MILLER
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RING AROUND THE ROSIE
by Lorna Garrison
Second-Place Fiction
You may have read about it in the paper back in 1944. But I doubt it.
I guess it wasn't that important, what with the war and all. Not to
the nation, anyway Not to anyone but me and Mama. It was
certainly important to us. It changed the course of our lives. There's
no doubt about that. It happened the night they switched Mama's
shift and she had to go into work unexpectedly and work the midnight
shift from ten to seven.
"I don't know what I'll do with my baby," she told her foreman.
''Her nursery is just open during the day.'' But he told her to figure
out something because they had to have her. It was urgent. So
Mama got the old lady from downstairs to say she'd look in on me
during the night and they left the doors to the staircase open so she
could hear me if I cried. She was a sweet old thing, always making
over me and rocking me and so Mama tried not to worry. But old
Miss Dooley panicked that night when the air-raid sirens blew and
went running out onto the sidewalk and down to the park where she
huddled up against a tree trunk in the dark and died of heart a attack.
And so, when the air-raid warden pounded on the door demanding to
know why the lights weren't off and the black drapes drawn all he
found was a tiny two-story house empty as a tomb except for a little
baby left all alone in the upstairs-apartment.
The Juvenile Judge was furious and took me away with her and would
not listen when Mama tried to explain, but said she could tell by
looking at her she wasn't nothin' but trash, dyed-hair and long
painted fingernails indeed! "I'm prematurely grey!" Mama
shouted. "Do you think I want to be grey at twenty-one? And as for
my nails, I use them to install the tiniest wiring inside control-panels
for the bombers and I have to keep them painted to keep them hard
and strong." But the Judge was unmoved. Facts were facts. And
the fact was that I had been left alone and unattended during the
night and it probably wasn't the first time either, seeing as how
Mama's supervisor said she gave all the men the come-on. "That's a
lie!" Mama cried. "He's just sayin' that because he made a pass at
me and I told him to get lost.'' But the Judge believed the supervisor
because she was kin to his wife and she knew what a nice couple
they were and couldn't imagine him making a pass at some girl from
the Tennessee mountains.
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So I was kept in protective custody and Mama knew she could never
live without her Baby Dumplin' , as she had always called me, so she
bought a ticket for the double ferris wheel over at the amusement
center and when her seat was at the highest point she opened the
bar and threw herself out into the crowd below
And I went to live with a plump, rosy couple out in the country on a
big chicken ranch where I learned to toddle about and spent the days
chasing fat, clucking hens that I could never catch . And Mrs.
Monroe taught me to use the toity and took me for a walk every
evening down to a bend in the road where the moo-cow lived. I
would practice mooing and when company came Mrs. Monroe would
tell me to moo like a cow and everyone said I was so smart. And Mrs.
Monroe would hug me up tight and say she didn't see how on earth
she could ever part with this one, but Mr. Monroe would say, "Now
Mother, you know you'll have to sometime."
And so, when I was three my relatives from Tennessee were finally
located and came to get me in an old dilapidated car and tried to
figure out, all the way home, how much welfare I would bring. I wet
my pants because they wouldn't stop for me to use the toity and it
soaked all over the old itchy seat and the man cussed and called me
that goddamn brat and I cried and cried and cried. He said if I
didn't shut my goddamn mouth he'd backhand me. So the woman
made little shushing noises and held me up to her old woman bosom
and jiggled me to sleep. "Eat," I told her when I woke up, but the
man would not stop and smoked cigarette after cigarette till finally,
what with the hunger and the smoke and that terrible twisting road
down Cumberland Gap, I vomited all over myself and the woman.
"Goddamn pukin' kid! " he swore, swerving to a stop beside the
road where a little mountain spring rushed out of the side of a cliff.
The woman washed us off the best she could but we stunk up the
whole car all the way to Tennessee. I sat in the back seat in the wet
and stared at the little rope that hung across the back of the front seat
and wondered what it was for "To hang pukin' , peein' brats with,
that's what," the man told me. I did not ask anything else.
Finally we got to wherever it was we were going and the woman
snatched me out of the back seat and said to the people who had
appeared, "Well, here it is." And they all stared at the welfare-raiser

Honorable Mention Photography-
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Twelve people were already living in the four-room shack. I made
thirteen. "Unlucky," someone said. And so, it was decided I should
sleep in the old junk car out back and could only enter the shack
whenever someone had left it, so that thirteen would never be in it.
I learned to use the toity anywhere I took a notion and when my
panties wore out, I did without. My bottom was so cold and chapped
and raw I could hardly bare to sit down and so I would lay in the old
junk car on my tum-tum, as Mrs. Monroe had called it, and scratch
my flea bites from the enormous population that lived in there with
me. And mucus ran out of my nose because I had gotten a cold, but
when I told the woman I needed a hanky she told me just to wipe that
snot with my dresstail , and so I did.
There was a little kitty that lived under the shack that liked me and
we would sit together by the pilings that held up the shack and stare
out. But one day some of the other young'uns discovered us there
and jerked us both out and took a string and wrapped the kitty around
the throat and tied it around mine and kitty was terrified and clawed
me savagely upon the neck and shoulders and back. The old woman
took a limb to the young'uns and told me to shut up my bawlin '
" Ain't been nothin' but trouble since ya come here!" she said, and
didn't even bother to see about the rip and tears in my skin. In a
few days they were an oozing, running horror.
Every few days the whole family went up on the mountain to pick
evergreens which they sold to the local florists for a quarter a bundle.
It was a hard , tortuous climb for a little girl of four , but I knew I had
no choice. The brambles ripped open my legs and the cold wind cut
open my lungs, but finally we were at the top where the grapevines
were . Even the man liked to swing on them, and we all got to swing
to our hearts' content. It was what made me able to climb . To get to
the grape vines we had to climb along a cliff upon which stood three
great wooden crosses . Standing underneath them I could see down
into the little town below where the florists were. I had never been
allowed to go there. " What are those? " I asked , pointing up to
the crosses. One of the older girls gazed up at them with bitterness
in her eyes and said, "Fairy-tales, brat , just fairy-tales . Let's go. "
(Cont't)

But when we got home that day she found me an old sweater to wear
and told me that soon the firemen would turn the crosses into a
Christmas tree and she would take me to the town so that I could look
up at the cliff and see it all lit up with Merry Christmas underneath.
And so it was that I, the brat, stood in the line outside the newspaper
office and had my picture taken for everyone in the county to see
how pitiful the people were who signed up for the Basket Fund.
Soon after that a lady came with something called a Sunday School
Class and they all stared at us as she gave us boxes of old clothes and
a box of used toys for us young'uns and since we had a basket from
the Fund, it was a pretty good Christmas. The girl bought me a
candy cane and let me sleep with her on her part of the mat, and told
the others to shut their shit-dippin' mouths, that, "The brat ain' t
sleepin' in that car no more." And she kept me warm all winter and
I cried my heart out that spring when she ran off up North. "Just
like yor Ma,'' spit the woman, snuff drooling from her toothless
mouth.
My teeth had turned black and hurt all the time. They had laughed
and laughed when I had asked for my toothbrush. "My, my, ain't it
fancy? " they had taunted. I had never brushed my teeth since I
said good-bye to Mrs. Monroe. My rosy, clean, hugging, baker of
all good things, Mrs. Monroe. I longed for her with a dreadful,
terrible ache.
When I was five I could have gone to kindergarten, but no one would
take me. So when the authorities demanded that I enter the
first-grade when I was six I had never seen a puzzle or a set of blocks
or any kind of game and all the others laughed because I didn't know
how to play at the free-time table. They laughed when I asked the
teacher what the thing was that had flat black round things that
talked on a box and they laughed when I used my hands to eat with
and no one would sit with the nasty girl who wiped her snotty-nose
on her dresstail.
And the teacher was going to paddle me for being such a troublemaker but when she saw I had no panties on she marched me down
to the principal' s office instead and said she did not know what to do
with trash like me, that I wouldn't even answer when my name was
called. "What is your name, Honey?" a nice young man with silver
hair and blue eyes asked and when I said, ''Brat,' ' they stared at each
other over the top of my head.
That afternoon the blue-eyed, silver-haired man took me home to the
shack at the end of the pot-holed, gutted track up there on the hill
a half-mile from where the pavement ends, and he had a good long
talk with the man and woman and the next day the county health
officer came and had another good long talk and things got a little
better and I got panties. But then one day the teacher asked me
what those terrible cuts were up and down my legs and I told her it
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Honorable Mention Photography- MIKE Burnette
was where one of the girls had made me go and get a switch for her to
stripe my legs with because I had watched her let a boy stick himself
in her out in the old junk car. And the teacher said, "Oh my God
in heaven! " and took me to the principal again.
He called the Juvenile Judge and he took me home to his house and
his wife called their preacher who called the orphanage their church
supported and a big fat woman in a great big thing called a stationwagon came and got me and took me to an office high on a hill
overlooking the town from the other end of the valley from the
crosses A tall bald-headed man took me up in his lap and said,
"Well, well, well, what have we here?" And the big fat woman said,
"This is Rose Michell Puckett." And all of a sudden I could
remember Mrs. Monroe calling me 'Rosie-posie' and I was so happy
to know I was not the brat. I cried and cried and tried to tell the
tall, bald-headed man how I felt and he took me out to the balcony
of his office and we looked off across the valley to the three crosses
on the cliff, so beautiful there among the redbud and dogwood and he
promised me I would never be the brat again. And I cried and cried
and cried against his shirt. The fat lady took me in her arms up to
a room called a dormitory.
And so, the ring around Rosie was broken.

•

THE IDEA OF ORDER IN A LIBRARIAN'S MIND
When in the early morning hours you walk
Among the stacks where Dewey decimals line
The shelves in neatly referenced rows combined;
When like a commander in charge of his men you stalk,
Regarding your books with regimental pride,
As they await their orders; when at the end
of the day they are quickly sent with rigid command
Back into line, during the night to abide
In unwatched numbers, which neither come nor go;
Then none are ever lost, stolen or misplaced
From these guarded rooms, this prison space.
Yet within these books lie freedoms, sorrows,
The strivings of patriots, heroes and lovers, which rise
Beyond the regulated borders you devise.
-Marita Garin

LYN
Who is this woman
behind the fluid face
before my eyes
ever there
yet ever hiding
beneath some subtle disguise
each
within our own drama
we play the roles
the karma has cast
and wait for the curtain to fall
on the last
of our living lies.
-Lee Stone

spring '74

Nature is simultaneous
only when man plays landscaper
does she lose her congruence.
With balance comes perfection through time
We know no perfection minus our own
Falsely claimed triumphs.
Life is one unplanned plain;
we shorten its pleasures by
attempting to lengthen our own.
We add our intricate technicalities,
our vast knowledge
and yet,
stand amazed at the changing
of the seasons.
- Steve Kelly
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GOING,GOING,GONE
by Helen M. Plunkett
First Place Article
"Let not the sun look down and say, Inglorious
here he lies
Early to Bed and early to rise
makes a Man healthy, wealthy, and wise." Evident even in his most idealistic prose, Benjamin
Franklin was a complete pragmatist. His thirteen
"virtues, t" the only essence of a practicable
religion in his life, served- also as criteria for
elucidating wealth and for long life. Perfection
through practicality is not such a bad idea in principle, if only everyone could or would want to
adhere to his quaint aphorisms and platitudinous
list of virtues as strictly as he did. Unfortunately,
we have taken one of them, Industry (in which he
says, "Lose no time; be always employ' d in something useful; cut out all unnecessary actions"),
blown its importance out of all proportion, and left
the equal, much needed, virtues of silence, order,
and tranquillity to live only in his list. We want to
believe In Idealism but, like Poor Richard, we
know that "Industry need not wish . . . and he
that lives upon Hope will die fasting."
What Poor Richard did not say was that Industry can hammer the wood of life so tight that all
that is left are the nails. We have used billions of
them over the years and in this scientific age
(which began with the Enlightenment) of the last
half-century especially, we have hammered more
nails than in all the years before. And, we are not
even vaguely certain of the structure we are building or discovering; we strike through the air
unsure of where the wood even is. Collapsing on
the disappearing weekends, we struggle to see a
pattern in the mass and confusion. Franklin's
world of graceful, simple, and eloquent structure
and his universe made by God like a finely tuned
machine simply do not hold up in the rash rumblings of "modern man."
We live in the Age of the Verb: go, make
work, try, look, find, run, fly, do, do, do, and do!
"Mom, there's nothing to DO today." "Yes, but
what are you going to DO with your life?" "What
should we DO about this?" "Here's the list of
things to DO for tomorrow " "DO it right!" "I'll
never get DONE." Franklin believed that there
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was a solution for everything if we could just find
it, that there was a purpose to everything if we
could just place it, and that there was a way to
fulfillment if we could just do it. Work for happiness. Be active. This overpowering and stifling
impetus to do things is further powered by our
commercial society constantly ordering us to try
one thing or another, do this or that, and go here
or there and by our industrial society roaring,
buzzing, ringing, spinning, flashing, and making
it so practical for us to zip around town, our
homes, and our lives in an even more break-neck
fashion. We are always going, going, going;
afraid to stop, we hope we will not wake up
tomorrow, gone.
Mechanization, instead of lending us freedom,
causes us to conform. This truth is an old one:
keep him busy and he won't know what's going
on. To be practical is to reason one's way into
pre-conceived notions of what should be or what
should be done without really thinking about it .
Industry simply gives us a shortcut. To do is
often to conform or to not think. To not think is
to not be individual (and often not smart) and to
not be individual is to not be at all.
Then, which is better, practicality or idealism?
How often do we face this choice in politics? How
often are we given, on the one hand, the crafty,
skillful politician capable of deceit and trickery
but able to get his measures into law? This man
we are never sure of; he somehow lacks the
understanding of the human spirit struggling
through an institution that the people themselves
organized. He lacks the gift of generalizing; he
misses the fine ambiguities of justice; he stands
for nothing behind his measures except the
measures themselves; but, he gets his job done.
On the other hand, we are given the idealist who
stirs the hearts of the nation, who is angered by
corruption and injustice, and who declares a
noble, strong platform and a clean campaign.
But, the man is crazy; he could never accomplish
those lofty, presumptuous goals; we all want perfection, but who does he think he is? God? Do we

vote for the big man with the empty ideas or the
little man with the big ideas? Of course, we love
the idealist. But, often, he would make a lousy
president and usually does not even get there to
try because his pragmatist opponent out-politicked him. Why cannot he just be a politician
until he breezes into the White House and lets sail
his noble goodness? Because, the end never
justifies the means; he would no longer be an
idealist if he compromised. "To hell with it all,"
we say and fall into the apathetic trap and suffer
with our pragmatic presidents who inevitably
begin to show the real reasons behind their
pragmatism; we label them prima donnas and
begin again.
We have no time for idealism in our rushed world.
We would hardly be able to stay alive if we did. It
is the old vicious circle that has us trapped; we
would like to stop and rest but we are afraid we
would be crushed by the onslaught of the crowd
surging forward to capture our vacated place .
And, it would. We are forced to concern ourselves with the practical aspect of every situation.
But, it is also a rationalization for copping out on
idealism. Practical matters are much safer to play
with and easier to cope with. We do not have to
think and we do not have to gamble.
Disillusionment is a powerful thing. Happiness
has never been ascertained by following a guide;
but we know all too well the fate of one who is an
optimist, who believes, and who loves. But pain
at least is proof of life , and sometimes of love, too,
and is surely better than the cushioned death our
cold vigilance brings. There is much Franklin has
to offer us even if his adages are, at the most,
half-truths and his "virtues" are vague cliches
(in a time when morality is vague) and if they only
serve to remind us that we too often make and
work our way into an obscure world where practicality is no longer practical.
tThe thirteen "virtues" are: Temperance, Silence, Order,
Resolution, Frugality, Industry, Sincerity, Justice, Moderation,
Oeanliness, Tranquility, Chastity, and Humility.

,.

SUBURB BOY
by Bruce Borin
Third Place Poem
spring fever urge
tempting as sexual perfume begins
the birth-rite drums
american cozy suburb boy
blister-born from stagnant summer
pleasantly tiled middle-class mosaic
raised on budget freedom
in the most comfortable of molds
not poor enough to worry
not rich enough to choose
american cozy suburb boy
soul secreted in shade of
faint remembrances
memories of situations, hopes,
loves
lives lived before
many deaths.
memories that taunt the cozy boy
making his stay more fearful.
Second-Place Photography-LLOYD KARNES, "High KEY"
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EMOTION DEGREES
an inborn crease that exists
in someone's head
may lead to anything
if he does not know it.
but one who knows he has the stuff
to venture within and without,
may find himself more than he thought
or else be foolish and proud
and think himself less.
none ever know the full
of their wit;
they who succeed agree
that as they grow old
they are just beginning to see
what lies open in their minds.
degrees vary only with the shape
of the heart, for
without feeling, all manner
of thinking is no more than
a machine ticking out
all-logical answers to
all-logical questions.

-Don Layton

Photography-WILLIAM GILLESPIE, "UNTITLED"
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This is the witching hour
Not midnight
But evening
When the sky grows black
as a hurricane's eye
and clouds fall to earth
like ink drops
dissolving into dust.
All of life is excited by the wind
Moved to fear and restlessness.
Senses flash into lightning
thoughts thunder through the trees
and rain into the eyes
of those who stand looking.
This is the hour that
calls me to you.
Restless spirits turn my head upward.
Your words like bats
dart at me from the blackness
Your voice like a buzzard
swoops at me from the trees
and stabs my eyes
bewitched
in bleeding insight.

This is the hour you call to me
from your life bed
in your palace above the sun
warmed by tiny fires
lit by eyes of the dead.
You send for me
by messengers of the sea
Waves grasp my ankles
and carry me on a seaweed ship
into the hurricane's eye.

KENILWORTH
I watched as you
Tumbled into memory today
A sudden awkward sag, a wobble
And then a one-of-a-kind collapse
That called for cheers, tears, a moment's
Undivided attention
And a roar like a lion dying
Convinced of his courage
Screaming proudly
But silent like all, after all
In spite of all
A waste it seemed to end
In a jumbled heap to be hauled away
As if your soul
Could be abused, destroyed, forgotten
I thought I heard music
In the interval between then and now
What seemed a mocking melody
Mingled with the final crash
And trailed off with the dust
Of mortal remembrances
And was gone.
I watched as you
Tumbled into memory today
But tomorrow
Will it matter.

-Donald W. Dale

-Jamie Smyth
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ROUTINE
by William Campbell
Honorable Mention Fiction
"Human kindness is overflowing, I think it's going to rain today. "
-Randy Newman
In late August the applications for the small
school began to pile up. John Harman sat looking
at the stack of folders before him-folders he was
going to have to read because he had just been
appointed to the newly-formed admissions committee. It seemed to him that one man could no
longer make a decision; a committee had to be
formed to decide when to purchase toilet paper
Being a conservative school , the regulations were
strict-on paper: no smoking, no use of drugs or
alcoholic beverages, no sexual activity These
were all considered in accepting or rejecting the
people in the folders. Of course, these criteria
were often overlooked.
It was this tendency to overlook certain life patterns of prospective students that caused the creation of this committee. Too many students had
been accepted who did not believe nor follow the
standards of the school; therefore, a great many
problems and frustrations resulted for both student and faculty
Ten students had already been rejected by the
committee, and enrollment for the new year was
going to be smaller than previously The students
had been rejected because they had been honest;
often times , parental authority and pressure produced dishonesty Sometimes, too many times,
students were accepted and then the truth was
discovered. Truth, in this institution of learning,
was not always pleasant or the desired goal.
Harman was tired. This was a particularly
muggy, sultry day in this season of nothingness.
Depression was pressing itself ever closer to
Harman. He was feeling more and more isolated
and alienated from humanity. Having once been
so positive, he found his new position as a member of the god-head of the school making him
more and more negative . He had actually helped
to determine the outcome of ten young lives . He,
a man who so wanted to help and understand , had

said the ultimate, deciding "no" to them .
Now the folder of number eleven was facing
him . It was much thicker than the others had
been. He picked it up and stared at it ; it was a
blank start; nothing was in his mind . Sweat had
accumulated on the bridge of his nose , behind the
glasses. He absent-mindedly wiped it away (I
can 't , I can't look into any more pain, and lies,
and half-truths. Why? Oh , God , why?) He slowly
opened the folder and mechanically began reading the fa cts of a fifteen-year-old boy' s life. (Well ,
Mr Vincent Dale Carpenter, what surprises concerning life do you hold for me?) The robot kept
reading without thinking . The words melted into
a nonsensical, abstract passage of facts. When
he had finished, he looked at the enclosed picture
of the boy This was his illusionary reflection.
He closed it, picked it up and walked toward the
office of the headmaster, Thomas Kramer It was
time for the interview He opened the door and
looked Vincent Dale Carpenter in the face .
The eyes, so blue they almost looked black, revealed too much of the boy's past to Harman.
Through those eyes, he saw the boy's life and
past, and that life and past filled him with awe
and fear-awe that the boy should even want to
attempt to change , and fear that he would become
involved.
The rest of the boy 's appearance, the clear ,
smooth skin , the sandy hair, the dimpled grin, all
said to Harman that here was an innocent, like
Candide or Holden Caulfield, who became caught
in this most perfect of worlds and lost the inner
virginal innocence, but he retained the innocent
shell. Here was a fifteen-year-old boy who was
literally crying out for a chance in life, and "good
ol" Mr Harman had to be judge and jury; and
other criteria had to be used to determine the fate
of acceptance of rejection. (God, damn it!)
The preliminary sketch of the boy found in the

folder had not prepared Harman for the boy The
handshake that came about after the introductions
presented more information . The boy's hand
high-lighted his inner paradox. The hand was
large and the squeeze was strong; but the skin,
especially on the outer-side, was soft, covered
with the silken fuzz that develops on hands and
arms before coarser hair begins to grow The
veins were large and prominent, yet blended with
the skin; there was no discoloring . The nails
needed to be cleaned , but they had been clipped .
The paradox of the hands truly pointed to the
paradox of the boy It was ironic that the boy and
the man, forced by circumstances , had to sit on
the sofa together so that they almost-but not
quite-touched . It was not yet time to touch,
only explore, accept or refuse.
The boy, rejected too many times by too many
things-people and institutions-wanted acceptance, here or anywhere. Sitting on that sofa in
that office which also contained his father, the
dorm parent, the headmaster, and the English
teacher, Vincent Carpenter was thinking random
thoughts of the past. Oh, he half-way listened to
the conversation going on around him; he even
occasionally answered questions with "yes, sir"
or "no, sir." But his thoughts were a kaleidoscope of impressions and remembrances.
(It looks good, too good, I'll never get accepted.
Like all the rest, they'll say I've been in too much
trouble-pot, jail, running away-that was dumb ,
but jesus, I had to get away from the old lady
Size up these dudes. English teacher seems all
right; weak, but o.k. That dorm parent, a real
hard hat- crew-cut, suit. But the headmasterhe's a Hitler-type. Questions, questions, always
question
.)
Time poured on with the sweat of the five men.
The routine admission questions were administered and answered, answered and administered.
(Cont'd)
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Photography-JAMIE SMYTH

No lies were told, no truths hidden. Drugs, sex,
running away-all of the events of the boy's life,
before only written in a folder, were made verbal.
And John Harman, sitting next to this child (yes,
he was still a child), felt something unusual stirring within himself. He was hearing truth and on
the basis of that truth, according to the standards
of his society, no matter how archaic they seemed,
he was going to have to reject this boy (God,
damn it all!)
The struggle began full force within both
people when they somehow found themselves
alone. The others had gone to discuss the possible
financing of the as-yet undecided education.
Silence.
Heat.
Humidity
Silence.
The eyes of the two human beings, one set
brown and framed with metal and glass, the other
set blue and clear, caught one another, and held
one another for a seemed eternity Then, from
Harman :
"Do you like to read?"
"Yes, sir."
"What?"
"I dunno ... science fiction .. . I like THE LORD
OF THE FLIES." Pause.
"Why are you afraid?"
"Who says I'm afraid?"
"You do. Your hands haven't stopped rubbing
together for ten minutes."
A brief smile from the boy, a grin from the man.
"I guess ...I guess I'm afraid I won't be accepted."
"Would that be so terrible?"
"Yeah. "
"Why?"
''This is my last chance Dad said not to say
anything about it; but I've been turned down by

three other places. If I don't find a school by day
after tomorrow, I go to a reform school in Georgia.
The pot bust."
"Oh."
Silence.
"Why do you stare at me?"
" I'm interested in you"
"Why?"
"You' re honest. "
"So are you. "
"Yes, (So am I)."
"I'm afraid, Mr. Harman, I'm really afraid."
"So am I."
"I'm afraid they'll-all of you- will say no."
"Yes, so am I."
The others returned. The end of the interview
The leisurely asking of the father and the son to
wait in the anteroom. The conference. The
arguments for and against acceptance presented
by Kramer. The dorm parent's stout "no."
The eyes on Harman. The whispered "yes,"
then the startling shouted "YES I" Kramer's
stare. Then, "Well, we can try " The affirmation to the father and the son.
It all seemed so mechanical to Harman. And
not until he was out of the room, the building,
walking home, up the long hill, did John Harman
stop. He turned around and looked down on the
school. He saw the father and the son getting
into their rented car. Just as the boy was about to
enter it, he happened to look up on the hill,
toward Harman. And Harman was looking down.
He seemed to feel those eyes all the way up the
hill.
All of a sudden, he did something he had never
done before. He sat down in the dry, brownish
grass of the hill. He saw the grey cloud above
him and fell back. He did not notice the rain
which began falling. It mingled with his first
tears. He cried. He was afraid. He was crying .

•
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PHANTOMS
I know now that the world
is truly ruled by phantoms,
bizarre in their frenzied hunt
for a home.
They lose their identity
and drift into the vacuum of never
touching and never being touched
I know now that the world is
an illusion
set up to teach us where
to place our thoughts,
and carry out our lives,
endlessly toiling toward some
serene and distant goal.
Now I know that love is
only something someone else
can give you,
for without love being received
it turns into pain,
now I know why it hurts
so much to be a phantom.

-Mary Hendrix

Second-Place Print-BILL BOYD
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STONES
by Jerry Leonard
Honorable Mention
stones of blood hold communion with the wind
prayers speak of wings and horizons and roads
taken alone
while the magi smile in thin knowledge
of verdigris
in the golden eyes of the god
just as
stars are known by their counterpoint light
so gravity is the shadow of each
raindrop
and his inhuman crowd is the
crucible of man
nucleus to sun
mass and force merge
the pagan dreams of freedom drivel
from the elf god's eyeless pits
and fall fluid at his chiseled feet
to slither golden-apple-snake away
destiny is no tyrant nor life a soliloquy
days are not cards in solitaire
and the solipsist has no temple
but a prison
the only wings are stone wings
First-Place Print-LLOYD WATSON
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Epitaph to a Town Drunk
by Frank Greally
Honorable Mention Poem

It does not matter now,
now that it's all finished.
They have crowded around the grave in the rain
huddling together for shelter
speaking little, just thinking
they who condemned him through his bouts of drunken frenzy
they who did not understand his world
his sad world
his world of desolation of sad despair
a bleak world hinged with death.
He died last night
leaving nothing but his body and an empty bottle
a bottle drained of wine as his life was of living
they found him in an alley in the town
lying dead on the cobbles
contented at last in death
they did him proud, they buried him decent.
To ease their minds from all the scoffs they threw his way.
Now the crowd has dispersed, going home in the rain
all thinking they had done their duty
done duty in death to one whom they scorned in life.
The local press will give him a column tomorrow
saying, he was a colourful character
Loved by all.
And they, the hypocrites, will find themselves believing.
Meanwhile, an old man stumbles through the streets
clutching a bottle
feeling in it warmth
conscious of the crowd's icy stares.
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MODERN LEVITE
The cardboard loneliness in faces
The furrowed lines that fill a thousand places
The eyes-bruised innocence
Search like beacons in the night
The hands that tremble for another hand to touch
The glazed look
Have they seen too little? or too much?
I am not blind
I see.
And yearn to pat a wrinkled or a petaled cheek
But I pass by
I do not even speak.

-Betty Jackson

ONCE
There comes tripping
down
the
walk
a laugh once I heard
In the air
an idea
I examined.
From leafy words
the story
of a feeling.
Birds are songs
as breezes are conductors
of stuttered symphonies.
In a corner
a smile sitting
complacent
joyous
in another
a frown waiting
lightly thinking
boisterous.
With the laughter comes
a

form
down
the
walk
dancing gingerly
And this was you.
-Mark Blakeburn

On June 15, I told you I'd never
speak of you again on paper
but yesterday I fell in love and
I want to share this with you;
the ecstasy and the
memories
The flashbacks to a time
when insanity ruled and
reality was a fantasy.
I know a lot of you
and see less
but memories and promises
hold me near you;
in the wake of your love.
You gave me a dream
and now I'm trying
to tear it down
for reality is better;
if it's a constant thing.
Yet I'll not throw you apart
if moments are all you can give,
for they are well worth the
waiting time:
And if insanity should set in,
I'll whisper goodbye and
grasp visions of the past
and tuck them in my heart
And no one will ever have to know ...
-Barbara Yantz
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WITH A SMILE

He was just the clean-up man at the corner Five and Dime,
Passing all his life away in terms of passing time.
He spent most of his money at bars and picture shows.
Drinking wine and wasting time, I guess that's how it goes.
With a smile, for awhile, I know that's how it goes.
He had no future filled with hope, just dreams to ease the now,
No ways to find a way to be, no cares of learning how.
But something kept a-yearning for a name to call its own.
A "someone" for the lonely nights that he must spend alone.
With a smile, for awhile, he spent his nights alone.
So in his mind he made a girl, a "someone" by his side
That he could sweep right off her feet and someday make his bride.
In his mind he met the girl. They laughed and drank a few.
And when the time had come to go, she said, "I'm going home with you."
With a smile, for awhile, "I'm going home with you."
In his dream he took her home to his two-room high-class shack,
And through the night he dreamed his dream 'til morning brought him back.
In quiet dismay he saw the stains of tears he'd cried that night.
And he knew that dreams are only dreams that vanish with the light.
With a smile, for awhile, they vanish with the light.

He shaped his face into a smile, though his life remained a frown.
His broom became his scepter now, his cap became his crown.
He didn't go to work that day, and he never worked again.
For without the dreams he never had, that day would not begin.
Some say he died of loneliness, some say a broken heart.
But he simply bowed to death within: a life that had no start.
With a smile, for awhile, a life that had no start.

-Dave Carson
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Modern You and I
machine washed
and
the washing
the dish
washer
dished
YOU;
and all the sounds were of
the
humm
steady hum
hum
the ready
swishswosh
kersh
CLANK
told me
it was
all OVER
not our love

NO
but the cycle.

-Mickey Cox

Tomorrow came this morning over the mountain
and there is no wood for the fire.
I have gathered all the blankets
in preparation when the last log
dies an afternoon's death
and the coals tum to dusk.
Outside the white wind flattens my door
and makes winter fingers of everything.
It's the final hour for heaven or hell.

-Charles Lawson

Photography-CARL McGEE, "WINTER '74"
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LOUISIANA LADY LINDA
by Bruce Borin
Honorable Mention Ballad
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Louisiana Lady Linda
laboring love along the docks
tormented as fog-bound shrimpboat
adrift amongst the rocks.

She'd laugh and drink and feel my thigh
I'd glance around and check my wallet
We'd pay for drinks with sud-soaked bills
or flip a coin and call it.

She slipped me a piece of paper
her address while in port
I gulped and said, "tomorrow then"
being such a simple sort.

Bourbon Street bar 'The Bayou'
spoken jazz cut through the mist
her arms were blue with tattooed names
past lovers that she missed.

She talked to me of Dickens,
I'd sigh and pry her for some more
the docks were sorrowful sad that night
but it was better than before.

Tomorrow came from dreams
of my tattooed name upon her shoulder
but still it rained, and the mirror said,
'son, you're still no bolder.'

From Norway to New Orleans
she works the ships both ways
she talked to me of Dickens
and childhood's altar-days.

The air hung like a misty sheet
settling the smoke around our table
she was long-ago used up, poor Linda
and I felt too young and able

And the ships spoke softly through the rain
and every eye held Linda's wink
dashing my courage against the reef
and dancing, watched it sink.

Foreign sailors, as they passed,
would grab her breast and kiss her neck
she'd tell me of their manhood then,
the clipper ship, the shrimp boat wreck.

But she was busy the rest of the night
gave me a kiss and laughed in her drink
I watched, confused, and stood to leave
forcing my gin-drenched brain to think

Louisiana Lady Linda
lustful in my eager hands
dreaming love while sailors cheered
sailing forth to foreign lands.

GLENN MILLER'S AIRPLANE
Salt water soaked and rusted,
so that only the fuselage
and tail remain, waiting silent,
under the ocean. The wreckage
of Glenn Miller's airplane.
I hope they never find the airplane, and Glenn Miller
strapped in his seat.
The trombones and the saxophones,
people killed and women cried,
thirty years of tourists in ships
Over the spot where the big bands
died.
Sometimes I want to go back,
to be there with Glenn and
his big band,
To serenade the fighting troops ,
Christmas shows in France, England.
Over the Channel from England,
never to be seen again.
Kalamazoo and string of pearls
One o'clock jump through my head
And we could ride a Chattanooga
Choo-Choo, if Glenn Miller
wasn't dead.
-Steve Callaway

THE JUDGEMENT
Oh, it is such a sad day
I decided to take a walk
down to the Mobile Bay
so with the sea I may talk.
He beckons me to his insides
To come join in his surly tides.
I know of the danger within
Yet, into his depths I begin.
The first taste is a shock.
Still onward I trek,
Never watching the timeless clock.
Time, the father of ships' wreck.
The salt water touched my head,
turn back, says the dry mind,
before this is a permanent bed.
Yet I have left all sense behind.
I am wholly submerged now,
I must turn back; but how?
I am in its tightening grasp,
choking me with the string of an asp.
Then all is black and quiet.
My strength has left me.
I can no longer fight.
The water has left me be.
I no longer gasp for life-giving air,
Now I have no use for the living's care.
For I am going to the land of the grateful,
Fleeing from the grounds of the hateful.
I am glad to be on my way home,
For I have always been alone.
No bride have I to mournfully pine,
No testimonial have I left to sign.
-Douglas Headrick
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BORN
by Eddie Williams
Honorable Mention
wee and lively
a crawler under his father's hand,
he danced the days
of childhood until the
days danced out
a young man ...
for a little while
a singer by his
mother's window
he held the kiss
together
the rain as around him
a man . . .
began to form
wee and lively
a crawler under
his father's hand
he danced the days
of good air
until the days
danced
out.
Photography-RANDALL FOWLER
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SONNET TO RIPSHIN
From Ripshin Mountain gushes down
A rocky, rushing stream
Beneath low-hanging laurel boughs
And rhododendron gleam,
Atop the silent mountain
Stands a cemetery plot
With rough-hewn stones and unmarked graves
And names long since forgot.
Beneath there lies a shining lake,
So calm and so serene,
Its surface rippled only
By ducks who glide and preen,
The secret of Old Ripshin
Is its unspoiled mountain glen.
Each year in spring the
Mountain blooms,
Born again, renewed:
The trees begin to green once more;
The duck swims with her brood.
The icy, swollen stream is filled
With flitting shadow fish,
Mushrooms pop up everywhereA succulent woods dish.
The graveyard on the mountain top
Acquires a solemn beauty,
Flowers bloom through lingering snow
As if it were their duty.
In spring the mountain comes alive
And all of life seems to revive.

In summertime the Ripshin scene
Becomes a mountain empire
Where rocky throne and rushing moat
And velvet moss retire.
The subjects of this mighty realm
Are nature's very best:
The ducks, the deer, the birds, the snakes,
The fish and all the rest.
The laws of this remote domain
Are Mother Nature's own.
Age-old rites here rule supreme
No man sits on the throne.
Ripshin Mount in summertime
Is nature's sovereign sublime.
In fall the mountainside becomes
A patchwork quilt of brilliant hue;
The falling leaves drift slowly down
As only leaves can do.
They form a radiant living shroud
For the dead beneath the soilAn appropriate remembrance
For a life of nature's toil.
The tranquil lake is silent now,
The call by nature given
In calm acknowledgement of death,
Ripshin now is shriven.

An autumn death on Ripshin loam
Is beauty in itself a poem.
In time the long dark evening folds
Its heavy mantle round
The shoulders of the mountain
Whole head by now is crowned;
The snow but cotton candy sput
Pure and white the land around,
And winking i'ridescent start.
On deep blue velvet sky abound
Ice rims the rushing stream beside
Icicled evergreens
And all at once the heights become
A land of frozen dreams
Beneath white winter garland
Lives a mountain wonderland.
-Becky Lane
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ME
iam
feather pillows
port wine cheese
rook to a thousand
old movies
mayonnaise
likeable but not loveable
folk
confused about things that don't really matter
cereal and milk
the last of the romantics
hard to live with
easy to talk to
strawberries
a minor poet
Kools
a night person
antiques
Vonnegut and Brautigan
nature
a borrower
me.
-Bob Caronna

IF
If I thought

for one tiny minute
that I could reach the stars
and walk on the clouds,
I'd stretch this mortal body
and extend every stiff joint
until my aching fingers
reached within inches
of the burning rays of the sun;
and my eyes would close against
the heat of that global inferno
and the vast expanse of black space around it.
But for lack of courage
I am forced to remain earthbound ,
restrained by chains of indecision and fear . ..
If I don't climb, then I won't fall .
-Nancy May
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Fiction:
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Poetry:
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So the Mockingbird soared, its many melodic manifestations purifying, pacifying, and the second sound-a felicitous philter-arrives,
fluttering, poised, and winged.
-Patty Stewart
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